Geographic Tongue:
Clinical Characteristics of 188 Cases

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the clinical characteristics and assess other factors associated
with geographic tongue in Thailand. One hundred and eighty-eight Thais with geographic tongue and 188
controls were interviewed regarding their medical history, symptoms, and the nature and migratory pattern of
their lesions. Variations in the clinical appearance, lesion location, and any associated tongue fissures were
recorded. The age range for the 188 subjects was 9 to 79 years. The highest incidence (39.4%) occurred in
the 20-29 age group. Women were affected more than men (1.5:1). The leading group of medical conditions
consisted of allergy-related disorders; however, the incidence of these problems among both subjects and
controls was not significantly different (55.2% vs. 44.8%). Our results demonstrated a significant co-existence
of geographic tongue and fissured tongue. Most of the geographic tongue lesions manifested a typical appearance consisting of a central atrophic area bounded by a raised white circinate line (69.1%) with multiple tongue
sites affected (62.8%). The most common locations were at the lateral margins and tip of the tongue. The
majority of our subjects (75.5%) were asymptomatic. The results of this study correspond with the findings of
previous geographic tongue studies in other populations.
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Introduction
Geographic tongue is a condition referred to by
a variety of terms such as: benign migratory
glossitis, erythema migrans, annulus migrans,
or wandering rash of the tongue. It is a benign
condition commonly occurring on the tip, lateral
borders, and dorsum of the tongue; lesions
sometimes extend to the ventral portion as
well. The appearance is of multifocal, circinate,
irregular erythematous patches bounded by a
slightly elevated, white or cream colored keratotic
band or line. The central erythematous patch
represents atrophy of the filiform papillae. The
white border is composed of regenerating filiform
papillae and a mixture of keratin and neutrophils.1
Most patients manifested one or more lesional
areas as previously described (Figure 1). In
some cases, when the zones of papillary atrophy
are prominent and the keratotic margins relatively
subdued, the lesions present as red patches.2
Geographic tongue is usually asymptomatic,
however, a burning sensation or sensitivity to
hot or spicy foods may be noted (Figure 2). Only
rarely does significant pain develop and persist.

Figure 1. Geographic tongue in an 18-year
old man. The lesions manifest as multiple
atrophic patches bounded by raised white
circinate bands.

A. Day 1

B. Day 3

C. Day 4

D. Day 7

Figure 2. Changes in geographic tongue lesions of one-week duration in a 35-year old
woman. The recurrence of lesions was triggered by spicy foods.
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Geographic tongue is characterized by periods of remission and exacerbation of varying
duration. During remission, the condition resolves
without residual scar formation. When lesions
recur, they tend to occur in new locations, thus,
producing the migratory pattern (Figure 3).

gastrointestinal disorders associated with
anemia17, Reiter’s syndrome27, psoriasis27, 28,
emotional stress29, allergies30, 31, diabetes32,
and hormonal disturbances.33 However, a
definitive causal relationship has not yet been
established. A significant increased frequency
of geographic tongue was reported in atopic
patients.31, 34 Marks et al.31, 34 concluded a
positive association between geographic tongue
and atopy exists, and further postulated that
geographic tongue and asthma/rhinitis may
have a similar pathogenesis. Marks et al.35
provided additional support for a genetic basis
for geographic tongue by demonstrating an
increased incidence of tissue type HLA-B15 in
atopic patients with geographic tongue.

When the condition includes lesions at
extraglossal oral sites, different terms like
geographic stomatitis, erythema migrans,
erythema areata migrans, and stomatitis areata
migrans have been used.3-7 The reported
extraglossal sites include the labial mucosa,
buccal mucosa, gingiva, floor of mouth, soft
palate, and uvula.8-11 Geographic tongue
may occur at any age with no apparent racial
predilection.12 According to some investigators,
the condition is more prevalent in younger
individuals13-16, however, others have found most
cases are noted in patients over 40 years of
age.17 The sex of affected individuals varies with
different studies. Geographic tongue was noted
more in women than in men.12, 15 On the contrary,
some authors reported this condition occurs more
frequently in boys.18, 19 Other authors observed no
definitive sex predilection.13, 20-22

Some investigators have suggested
geographic tongue is an oral manifestation of
psoriasis.27, 28, 36, 37 Because of the similarities in
the clinical, histologic, and immunohistochemical
findings, those researchers considered
psoriasis and geographic stomatitis as related
lesions. However, Espelid et al.10 failed to
show a connection between geographic
tongue and psoriasis since HLA-DR was not
strongly expressed on the keratinocytes in
their samples. van der Wal et al.5 stated an
incidentally reported association of geographic
stomatitis with psoriasis in a patient did not
provide sufficient proof of a common etiologic
basis for the two conditions. Raghoebar et al.6
concluded geographic tongue and psoriasis
occur coincidentally rather than sharing an
etiologic relationship.

The etiology of geographic tongue remains
unknown. Several related etiologic factors have
been proposed, however, none of the suggested
causes provide clear-cut evidence of a causal
relationship. Some investigators have classified
this condition as a congenital anomaly; other
researchers have discussed the role of heredity in its development. Eidelman et al.23 reported
the prevalence of geographic tongue in parent
and sibling combinations was significantly higher
than in the general population and concluded it
was familial and that heredity plays a significant
etiologic role. Other authors have also postulated
that a positive family history suggests the possible implication of genetic factors.24, 25 A study of
Greek subjects with geographic tongue indicated
an increased frequency of both DR5 and DRW6
antigens when compared to controls. These findings support the theory genetic factors participate
in the pathogenesis of geographic tongue.26

Psychosomatic factors appear to play a
significant role in the etiology of geographic
tongue.7, 29 It has been reported lesions arise
in connection with pronounced emotional
stress. Redman et al.29 found a higher
prevalence of geographic tongue in mentally ill
patients than in university students. They also
noted that when under emotional stress the
student group with geographic tongue tended
to have more severe lesions. Findings such as
these support the possible role of psychological
factors in the etiology of geographic tongue.

Attempts have been made to demonstrate
an association between geographic tongue
and various systemic and/or psychological
conditions. These conditions include

Wysocky et al.32 studied the relationship between
geographic tongue and diabetes and found a
fourfold increase in the prevalence of geographic
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Figure 3. Migratory changes of geographic tongue lesions in a 19-year old woman.

A. November 2003

B. June 2004

C. July 2004

D. July 2004
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Subjects and Methods
The sample consisted of 188 Thais with geographic tongue lesions and a control group consisting of 188 sex- and age-matched Thais who
did not have geographic tongue or any other oral
lesions. The study groups were divided into 6
age ranges: 1-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59,
and 60 years and older. Only one examiner, an
expert in Oral Medicine, performed all of the clinical examinations. These evaluations were part of
the routine oral examination and dental treatment
planning procedures performed on all patients
selected for dental treatment in the Chulalongkorn
University Dental School. All participants were
interviewed for their medical history, symptoms,
and the nature and migratory pattern regarding
the lesions. In this study the diagnosis of geographic tongue and fissured tongue was based
solely on the history and clinical features41, 42, and
no biopsies or cytology were performed. This is
consistent with the method of diagnosis in other
studies.9, 15 The clinical features of geographic
tongue were recorded as a typical form (atrophic patch bounded by a circinate line) or as an
atypical form (atrophic patch without a circinate
line). The variations in clinical appearance, location of the lesions, associated tongue fissures,
and symptoms were recorded. The Pearson chisquare test was used to compare the differences
between the geographic tongue and control
groups. Significance for the differences between
groups was set at P < 0.05.

tongue in the diabetic group. However, a recent
study by Guggenheimer et al.38 reported no
significant correlation between geographic tongue
and insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.
An association between geographic tongue and
fissured tongue has been documented13, 16, 18-20, 39, 40,
and a genetic linkage between the two conditions
in males has been suggested.21 The same genes
may be responsible for both conditions.3, 23

The diagnosis of geographic tongue is based
on its characteristic history of migration, its
circinate appearance, and a lack of significant
pain (as opposed to burning) as a subjective
complaint.1, 6, 11 Histopathologic studies have
produced no specific microscopic features. Histo
logically, it is characterized by the loss of filiform
papillae leaving a flattened mucosal surface with
irregular rete pegs. The white circinate lines
show peripheral hyperkeratosis and acanthosis.
The central erythematous areas reveal
desquamation of parakeratin and exocytosis of
polymorphonuclear leukocytes and lymphocytes
into the epithelium, degeneration of epithelial
cells, and the formation of microabcesses near
the surface. There is supra-papillary thinning.
A mixed inflammatory infiltrate of lymphocytes,
plasma cells, and neutrophils is seen in the
underlying connective tissue.2, 9
There is little information on geographic tongue
in Asian populations living in Asia. Thus, our
analysis of the clinical data on this condition as
it occurs in a Thai population could be a useful
addition to the literature. The aims of this study
were to investigate the medical history; record
the clinical characteristics; and assess possible
causative factors in an affected group of the
Thai population.
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Results
Figure 4 shows the age and sex distribution in
geographic tongue subjects. There were 114
women and 74 men, a ratio of 1.5:1. The ages
ranged from 9-79 years. Most subjects’ age
ranged from 9-39 years (78.3%). The highest incidence of geographic tongue in women
(22.9%) and in men (16.5%) occurred in the
20-29 year age group. Our data indicates a
decline in the incidence of geographic tongue
after the age of 39 years in both sexes.

tongue consisted of lesions at multiple tongue
sites (62.8%). The distribution of affected areas
was as follows: lateral tongue (68.6%), anterior
tongue (58.5%), dorsal tongue (42%), and ventral
tongue (10.6%).
Table 3 shows the incidence of clinical features and the association of the variations in
the clinical features of geographic tongue and
symptoms. Most lesions (69.1%) manifested a
typical appearance consisting of a central atrophic area bounded by a raised white circinate
line; the remaining lesions were characterized as
solely atrophic patches. There were 46 (24.5%)
subjects who reported a burning sensation, especially to spicy and/or sour foods. Most subjects
did not require any treatment except three individuals whose pain was the major complaint and
topical antihistamines were prescribed. There
was no association between symptoms and
variations in the clinical features in our study
sample (P = 0.124).

Table 1 shows the distribution of medical conditions among our study groups. Fifty-eight (30.8%)
subjects and 46 (24.5%) controls reported at least
one medical condition; there were no differences
in the incidence of medical conditions between
the two groups (P = 0.167). The leading medical
problems were allergy-related conditions, followed
by hypertension, bone and joint disorders, recurrent aphthous ulceration, gastrointestinal disorders, dyslipidemia, thyroid diseases, and hepatic
diseases. With respect to allergy-related conditions, the incidence among the subjects and controls was not significantly different (55.2% versus
44.8%, P = 0.382). These conditions included
drug, food and nonspecific allergies, asthma, rhinitis, and sinusitis. There was one female subject
with psoriasis.

Table 4 shows the incidence of fissures in the
geographic tongue subjects and controls. The
incidence of fissures was higher in the geographic
tongue subjects than in the controls (60.1% versus 27.6%; P < 0.001). These differences indicate a significant concurrence between fissures
and geographic tongue. We observed a slightly
higher concurrence of fissures with the typical
form of geographic tongue than with the atypical

Table 2 lists the locations of geographic tongue
in our subjects. No extraglossal lesions were
detected. Most manifestations of geographic

Figure 4. Distribution of geographic tongue subjects in relation to age and sex.
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Table 1. Medical conditions in geographic tongue subjects and controls.

Table 2. Distribution of geographic tongue at different locations. (62.8% of the
patients exhibited lesions at multiple sites.)

Table 3. Clinical features and symptom in geographic tongue.

Table 4. Incidence of fissures in geographic tongue and controls.
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form (64.6% versus 50%, P = 0.059). The concurrence of geographic tongue and fissures in women
(61.4%) versus men (58.1%) was tested and no
association was found (P = 0.652).
Discussion
The findings of our study were, in several aspects,
consistent with those of earlier reports from other
western world investigations. Our results showed
the highest incidence of geographic tongue
occurred in persons aged 20-29 years. This finding corresponds with those studies reporting the
highest incidence of geographic tongue in persons
below 29 years of age.13-15 In our sample of geographic tongue women were also affected more
than men (1.5:1). This
finding agrees with most studies. We found no
significant difference in the incidence of medical problems between the geographic tongue
subjects and controls. Allergy-related conditions
were the leading problems, and the incidence
of these conditions in the subject group was
not significantly higher than those of the control
group. Thus, our results do not support previous theories postulating an association between
geographic tongue and allergy. We confirmed
the finding geographic tongue lesions commonly appear on the lateral margins and tip of
the tongue.22, 26 The concurrence of geographic
tongue and fissures in our study (60.1%) is
higher than the 6-45% reported by others.13, 19-21,
23
One explanation for these discrepancies may
be due to differences in the recorded depth of the
fissures. For example, in some studies a positive
finding was recorded only when the fissures were
2 mm or more in depth and extended over a third
or more of the dorsum and/or lateral borders of
tongue. We recorded a positive finding when fissures were observed, no matter how deep or how
extensive they were. Further, when we excluded
geographic tongue subjects with fissures shallower than 2 mm, the concurrence of geographic
tongue and fissures in our study was in the same
range as other reports (33.5%). In addition we
found a much higher incidence of deeper fissures
(3 mm or more) in geographic tongue subjects
than in the controls (28.2% versus 1.6%). Thus,
our results confirmed a significant concurrence
of geographic and fissured tongue. These findings agree with the data reported on population
samples elsewhere and support the hypothesis
that geographic and fissured tongue share the

same etiologic and possibly genetic influences in
their development.13, 16, 20 Ghose et al.21 found a
significant association between geographic and
fissured tongue in schoolboys and stated this
may indicate a genetic linkage between the two
conditions in males. In contrast, and in agreement with other reports13, 18, our study showed
no sex difference in the association of the two
conditions between sexes. We observed a
slightly higher incidence of fissures with the typical form of geographic tongue than the atypical
form (64.6% versus 50%); this observation was
also reported by Aboyan et al.39 The majority of our subjects (75.5%) were asymptomatic; this finding is consistent with the reports
of other investigators. However, some of our
patients reported sour juices or spicy foods did
trigger recurrence of the lesions and burning
sensation. Regezi et al.2 stated symptoms might
be more common when fissures were present
and infected with candida organisms. In the
present study the occurrence of symptomatic
geographic tongue did not differ either with the
presence or absence of fissures. Also, there
was no association between the burning sensation and the depth of fissures. Candida identification was not performed in our study. Whether
or not symptomatic geographic tongue is associated with candidal infection in fissures needs
further investigation. Most authors do not consider treatment necessary but deem it important
to reassure patients of the innocent nature of the
lesions in order to save them from further worry
and/or continuous and ineffective therapeutic
measures. In symptomatic cases successful management was achieved with topical or
systemic antihistamines.1, 43 Only three patients
in our study required palliative treatment, and
a successful symptomatic relief was achieved
by antihistaminics due to their local anesthetic
effect. In our study there was only one psoriasis
patient with geographic tongue, thus, it was not
possible to investigate or conclude any associa-
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tion between the two conditions. Based on our
study sample, the incidence of coexistent psoriasis was less than one percent.

geographic tongue and fissured tongue. We
observed a higher concurrence of fissures with
the typical appearance of a central atrophic area
bounded by a raised circinate line. We did not
find any association between geographic tongue
and any systemic disease. Also, there was no
correlation between geographic tongue and a
history of allergy.

Conclusion
The results of this study correspond with the
findings reported in western populations. Our
results showed a significant co-existence of
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